
As first NVOCC, ECU WORLDWIDE is able to receive  
LCL-bookings of forwarders via DAKOSY’s booking  
tool eBooking. Responses like booking confirmation,  
depot information, arrival at port of destination 
etc. are also sent back by ECU WORLDWIDE via this  
platform. 

The use of eBooking brings only benefits for the  
forwarders. The booking process is free of cost if the 
booking is placed via EDI interface from the own for-
warding system and if the client also sends shipping 
instructions via DAKOSY. If the forwarder uses DAKOSY 
software the process is very comfortable as the boo-
king process module is already integrated into the 
DAKOSY software. Therefore the already entered ship-
ping details can be used for the booking process. The 
double entry of data and the risk of data-entry errors 
involved are omitted and the process is slimmed down 
significantly. 

Thomas Heydorn, Managing Director of ECU 
WORLDWIDE (Germany) GmbH, is confident 
that booking possibilities via eBooking will 
be very well accepted by the client side: “Up 
to now we received bookings via bilateral 
customer interfaces, INTTRA or manually. By 

offering an interface to eBooking we provide a cost-
effective, easy and very comfortable booking tool. 

Many of our clients are already connected to DAKOSY. 
For those the effort is minimal, but the timely and cost-
ly savings potential is huge. Consequently I am sure 
that eBooking will be used by many clients.”  
 

About ECU WORLDWIDE

ECU WORLDWIDE (Germany) GmbH is a NVOCC ope-
rator for more than 30 years and a world leader in 
LCL-business. The expertise results from an unique  
focus on LCL-transportation along with innovative  
and technical orientated solutions to move ship- 
ments across the world. 

ECU WORLDWIDE’s global service network consists 
of more than 300 own offices and great variety of 
agents in more than 160 countries worldwide. Next to  
the shipping of LCL goods ECU WORLDWIDE offers 
value-enhancing services, outsourcing solutions and 
consulting services around the product.
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